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Hidden A True Story of the Holocaust "I peered out the second-ﬂoor
window of my grandparents' villa. Through an early morning haze I saw
men in German uniforms jumping oﬀ trucks. The Germans were carrying
riﬂes and kicking in the doors of houses up and down the main street.
Some of the men restrained big barking dogs on leashes. I heard people
screaming and watched as men, women, and children scattered in all
directions . . ." Fanya and her family run to their secret hiding place. But
even if they survive this Nazi search, there will be others. How long can
they survive? You will never forget Fanya's incredible story of courage and
survival and she recounts the true story of how she survived the Holocaust.
Beyond Courage The Untold Story of Jewish Resistance During the
Holocaust Candlewick Press Recounts the eﬀorts of Jews who organized
others and sabotaged the Nazis during the Holocaust, including Georges
Loinger who smuggled children from occupied France into Switzerland and
four brothers who led refugees into the forest to build a village and an
army. The Cage Simon and Schuster From the German invasion of Poland in
1939 to the liberation of her concentration camp in 1945, the author
chronicles an adolescence shaped by the horrors of the Holocaust but
strengthened by the force of her own will. I Am a Star Child of the
Holocaust Penguin Inge Auerbacher’s childhood was as happy and peaceful
as that of any other German child—until 1942. By then, the Nazis were in
power, and because Inge’s family was Jewish, she and her parents with
sent to a concentration camp in Czechoslovakia. The Auerbachers deﬁed
death for three years, and were ﬁnally freed in 1945. In her own words,
Inge Auerbacher tells her family’s harrowing story—and how they carried
with them ever after the strength and courage of will that allowed them to
survive. “A moving story . . . [The author’s] perspective, while chilling,
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pierces the heart with memorable imagery.” —Publishers Weekly Elly: My
True Story of the Holocaust Scholastic Inc. Told in short, gripping chapters,
this is an unforgettable true story of survival. The author was featured in
Steven Spielberg's Survivors of the Shoah Visual History Foundation. At
just 15, her mother, and brother were taken from their Romanian town to
the Auschwitz-II/Birkenau concentration camp. When they arrived at
Auschwitz, a soldier waved Elly to the right; her mother and brother to the
left. She never saw her family alive again. Thanks to a series of miracles,
Elly survived the Holocaust. Today she is dedicated to keeping alive the
stories of those who did not. Elly appeared on CBS's 60 Minutes for her
involvement in bringing an important lawsuit against Volkswagen, whose
German factory used her and other Jews as slave laborers. We Are
Witnesses Five Diaries of Teenagers Who Died in the Holocaust Macmillan
Diary entries written by ﬁve Holocaust victims document the ordeals
suﬀered in Nazi-occupied Lithuania, Hungary, Belgium, and Holland. Tell
Them We Remember The Story of the Holocaust Paw Prints Provides a
pictorial history of the Holocaust Reading the Holocaust Cambridge
University Press Discusses the diverse ways in which the events,
experiences, motivations, and implications of the Holocaust are being
recorded for history from the perspectives of both the victims and their
perpetrators. Winner of the Jewish Book Award. Reprint. Survivors: True
Stories of Children in the Holocaust Scholastic Inc. Gripping and inspiring,
these true stories of bravery, terror, and hope chronicle nine diﬀerent
children's experiences during the Holocaust.These are the true-life
accounts of nine Jewish boys and girls whose lives spiraled into danger and
fear as the Holocaust overtook Europe. In a time of great horror, these
children each found a way to make it through the nightmare of war. Some
made daring escapes into the unknown, others disguised their true
identities, and many witnessed unimaginable horrors. But what they all
shared was the unshakable belief in-- and hope for-- survival. Their legacy
of courage in the face of hatred will move you, captivate you, and,
ultimately, inspire you. Hana's Suitcase on Stage Second Story Press In the
spring of 2000, Fumiko Ishioka, the curator of a small Holocaust education
centre for children in Tokyo, received a special shipment of artifacts from
the Auschwitz museum. Among the items was an empty suitcase. From the
moment she saw it, Fumiko was captivated by the writing on the outside
that identiﬁed its owner: Hana Brady, May 16, 1931, Waisenkind (the
German word for orphan). Children visiting the centre were full of
questions. Who was Hana Brady? Where did she come from? What
happened to her? Fueled by the children's curiosity and her own need to
know, Fumiko began a year of detective work, scouring the world for clues
to the story of Hana Brady. Together with Fumiko, we learn of Hana's
loving parents and older brother, George, and discover how the family's
happy life in a small Czechoslovakian town was turned upside down by the
invasion of the Nazis. Photographs and original wartime documents
enhance this extraordinary story that bridges cultures, generations and
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time. This edition includes the original book as well as the full script of the
play adaptation by Emil Sher. Four Perfect Pebbles A True Story of the
Holocaust HarperCollins The twentieth-anniversary edition of Marion
Blumenthal Lazan’s acclaimed Holocaust memoir features new material by
the author, a reading group guide, a map, and additional photographs.
“The writing is direct, devastating, with no rhetoric or exploitation. The
truth is in what’s said and in what is left out.”—ALA Booklist (starred
review) Marion Blumenthal Lazan’s unforgettable and acclaimed memoir
recalls the devastating years that shaped her childhood. Following Hitler’s
rise to power, the Blumenthal family—father, mother, Marion, and her
brother, Albert—were trapped in Nazi Germany. They managed eventually
to get to Holland, but soon thereafter it was occupied by the Nazis. For the
next six and a half years the Blumenthals were forced to live in refugee,
transit, and prison camps, including Westerbork in Holland and BergenBelsen in Germany, before ﬁnally making it to the United States. Their
story is one of horror and hardship, but it is also a story of courage, hope,
and the will to survive. Four Perfect Pebbles features forty archival
photographs, including several new to this edition, an epilogue, a
bibliography, a map, a reading group guide, an index, and a new afterword
by the author. First published in 1996, the book was an ALA Notable Book,
an ALA Quick Pick for Reluctant Readers, and IRA Young Adults’ Choice,
and a Notable Trade Book in the Field of Social Studies, and the recipient
of many other honors. “A harrowing and often moving account.”—School
Library Journal Educated A Memoir Random House #1 NEW YORK TIMES,
WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER • One of the
most acclaimed books of our time: an unforgettable memoir about a young
woman who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on
to earn a PhD from Cambridge University “Extraordinary . . . an act of
courage and self-invention.”—The New York Times NAMED ONE OF THE TEN
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE
OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR • BILL
GATES’S HOLIDAY READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics Circle’s
Award In Autobiography and John Leonard Prize For Best First Book •
PEN/Jean Stein Book Award • Los Angeles Times Book Prize Born to
survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara Westover was seventeen the
ﬁrst time she set foot in a classroom. Her family was so isolated from
mainstream society that there was no one to ensure the children received
an education, and no one to intervene when one of Tara’s older brothers
became violent. When another brother got himself into college, Tara
decided to try a new kind of life. Her quest for knowledge transformed her,
taking her over oceans and across continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge
University. Only then would she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there
was still a way home. “Beautiful and propulsive . . . Despite the singularity
of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions her book poses are universal: How
much of ourselves should we give to those we love? And how much must
we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
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THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • Time • NPR •
Good Morning America • San Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian • The
Economist • Financial Times • Newsday • New York Post • theSkimm •
Reﬁnery29 • Bloomberg • Self • Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle •
Paste • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • LibraryReads • Book Riot •
Pamela Paul, KQED • New York Public Library Escape Children of the
Holocaust Scholastic Inc. Presents seven true stories of brave boys and
girls who lived through the Holocaust. We Must Not Forget: Holocaust
Stories of Survival and Resistance (Scholastic Focus) Scholastic Inc. Sibert
Honor author Deborah Hopkinson unearths the heroic stories of Jewish
survivors from diﬀerent countries so that we may never forget the past. As
World War II raged, millions of young Jewish people were caught up in the
horrors of the Nazis' Final Solution. Many readers know of Adolf Hitler and
the Nazi state's genocidal campaign against European Jews and others of
so-called "inferior" races. Yet so many of the individual stories remain
buried in time. Of those who endured the Holocaust, some were caught by
the Nazis and sent to concentration camps, some hid right under Hitler's
nose, some were separated from their parents, some chose to ﬁght back.
Against all odds, some survived. They all have stories that must be told.
They all have stories we must keep safe in our collective memory.In this
thoroughly researched and passionately written narrative nonﬁction for
upper middle-grade readers, critically acclaimed author Deborah
Hopkinson allows the voices of Holocaust survivors to live on the page,
recalling their persecution, survival, and resistance. Focusing on
testimonies from across Germany, the Netherlands, France, and Poland,
Hopkinson paints a moving and diverse portrait of the Jewish youth
experience in Europe under the shadow of the Third Reich. With archival
images and myriad interviews, this compelling and beautifully told addition
to Holocaust history not only honors the courage of the victims, but calls
young readers to action -- by reminding them that heroism begins with the
ordinary, everyday feat of showing compassion toward our fellow citizens.
What Was the Holocaust? Penguin A thoughtful and age-appropriate
introduction to an unimaginable event—the Holocaust. The Holocaust was a
genocide on a scale never before seen, with as many as twelve million
people killed in Nazi death camps—six million of them Jews. Gail Herman
traces the rise of Hitler and the Nazis, whose rabid anti-Semitism led ﬁrst
to humiliating anti-Jewish laws, then to ghettos all over Eastern Europe,
and ultimately to the Final Solution. She presents just enough information
for an elementary-school audience in a readable, well-researched book that
covers one of the most horrible times in history. This entry in the New York
Times best-selling series contains eighty carefully chosen illustrations and
sixteen pages of black and white photographs suitable for young readers.
Milkweed Ember A stunning novel of the Holocaust from Newbery Medalist,
Jerry Spinelli. And don't miss the author's highly anticipated new novel,
Dead Wednesday! He's a boy called Jew. Gypsy. Stopthief. Filthy son of
Abraham. He's a boy who lives in the streets of Warsaw. He's a boy who
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steals food for himself, and the other orphans. He's a boy who believes in
bread, and mothers, and angels. He's a boy who wants to be a Nazi, with
tall, shiny jackboots of his own-until the day that suddenly makes him
change his mind. And when the trains come to empty the Jews from the
ghetto of the damned, he's a boy who realizes it's safest of all to be
nobody. Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli takes us to one of the most
devastating settings imaginable-Nazi-occupied Warsaw during World War
II-and tells a tale of heartbreak, hope, and survival through the bright eyes
of a young Holocaust orphan. If I Should Die Before I Wake Houghton Miﬄin
Harcourt As Hilary, a Neo-Nazi initiate, lies in a coma, she is transported
back to Poland at the onset of World War II into the life of a Jewish
teenager. Daniel's Story Scholastic Inc. Daniel, whose family suﬀers as the
Nazis rise to power in Germany, describes his imprisonment in a
concentration camp and his eventual liberation. Surviving the Angel of
Death The True Story of a Mengele Twin in Auschwitz Simon and Schuster
Eva Mozes Kor was just ten years old when she arrived in Auschwitz. While
her parents and two older sisters were taken to the gas chambers, she and
her twin, Miriam, were herded into the care of the man known as the Angel
of Death, Dr. Josef Mengele. Subjected to sadistic medical experiments, she
was forced to ﬁght daily for her and her twin's survival. In this incredible
true story written for young adults, readers learn of a child's endurance
and survival in the face of truly extraordinary evil and Eva's recovery and
her controversial but often misunderstood decision to publicly forgive the
Nazis. Readers will learn of how she triumphed over unfathomable pain and
suﬀering into a life-long work for peace, human rights, and Holocaust
education. The new edition provides interesting details and important
context to the events related in the original story. A new Afterword by
publisher Peggy Porter Tierney oﬀers a richer portrayal of Eva as a person,
the truth behind the controversies, and the eventful last ten years of her
life. Hana's Suitcase Second Story Press New edition with foreword by
Nobel Peace Prize winner Desmond Tutu: “How extraordinary that this
humble suitcase has enabled children all over the world to learn through
Hana’s story the terrible history of what happened and that it continues to
urge them to heed the warnings of history.” In the spring of 2000, Fumiko
Ishioka, the curator of a small Holocaust education centre for children in
Tokyo, received a very special shipment for an exhibit she was planning.
She had asked the curators at the Auschwitz museum if she could borrow
some artifacts connected to the experience of children at the camp. Among
the items she received was an empty suitcase. From the moment she saw
it, Fumiko was captivated by the writing on the outside that identiﬁed its
owner – Hana Brady, May 16, 1931, Waisenkind (the German word for
orphan). Children visiting the centre were full of questions. Who was Hana
Brady? Where did she come from? What was she like? How did Hana
become an orphan? What happened to her? Fueled by the children’s
curiosity and her own need to know, Fumiko began a year of detective
work, scouring the world for clues to the story of Hana Brady. Writer Karen
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Levine follows Fumiko in her search through history, from present-day
Japan, Europe and North America back to 1938 Czechoslovakia and the
young Hana Brady, a fun-loving child with a passion for ice skating.
Together with Fumiko, we learn of Hana’s loving parents and older brother,
George, and discover how the family’s happy life in a small town was
turned upside down by the invasion of the Nazis. Based on an awardwinning CBC documentary, Hana’s Suitcase takes the reader on an
incredible journey full of mystery and memories, which come to life
through the perspectives of Fumiko, Hana and later Hana’s brother, who
now lives in Canada. Photographs and original wartime documents enhance
this extraordinary story that bridges cultures, generations and time. Ideal
for young readers aged 9 and up. Hana’s Suitcase is part of the awardwinning Holocaust Remembrance Series for Young Readers. Hidden: A
Child's Story of the Holocaust Macmillan "A grandmother shares the story
of her experiences in WWII with her grandchild in this graphic novel for
young readers"-- The Hidden Girl A True Story of the Holocaust Perfection
Learning After deciding to donate the dress her mother had made for her
to a museum, Lola Rein Kaufman, survivor of the Nazi Holocaust, decides
that it's ﬁnally time to speak publicly about her experiences. The Lily
Cupboard Harper Collins Miriam, a young Jewish girl, is forced to leave her
parents and hide with strangers in the country during the German
occupation of Holland. The Grand Mosque of Paris A Story of How Muslims
Rescued Jews During the Holocaust Beautifully illustrated and thoroughly
researched, this compelling book reveals the almost unknown story of how
French Muslims' courage, faith, and devotion to justice saved the lives of
so many Jews during World War II. Full color. The Guided Reader to
Teaching and Learning History Routledge The Guided Reader to Teaching
and Learning History draws on extracts from the published work of some of
the most inﬂuential history education writers, representing a range of
perspectives from leading classroom practitioners to academic
researchers, and highlighting key debates surrounding a central range of
issues aﬀecting secondary History teachers. This book brings together key
extracts from classic and contemporary writing and contextualises these in
both theoretical and practical terms. Each extract is accompanied by an
introduction, a summary of the key points and issues raised, questions to
promote discussion and suggestions for further reading to extend thinking.
Taking a thematic approach and including a short introduction to each
theme, the chapters include: The purpose of history education; Pupil
perspectives on history education; Assessment and progression in history;
Inclusion in history; Diversity in history; Teaching diﬃcult issues;
Technology and history education; Change and continuity; Historical
Interpretations; Professional development for history teachers. Aimed at
trainee and newly qualiﬁed teachers including those working towards
Masters level qualiﬁcations, as well as existing teachers, this accessible,
but critically provocative text is an essential resource for those that wish
to deepen their understanding of History Education. Number the Stars
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HarperCollins Children's Books It is 1943 and for 10 year old Annemarie life
is still fun. But there are worries too - the Nazis have occupied Copenhagen
and there are food shortages, curfews and the threat of being stopped by
soldiers and Annemarie's best friend is a Jew. After the Holocaust
Greenwillow Eight Jewish men and women who survived the Holocaust as
children talk about their experiences immediately following the war. In the
Land of Happy Tears: Yiddish Tales for Modern Times collected and edited
by David Stromberg Delacorte Press You don't need to be Jewish to love
Levy's rye bread, nor do you need to read Yiddish to appreciate these wise
tales. This engaging collection oﬀers access to modern works--translated
for the ﬁrst time into English--for anyone who appreciates a well-told story
rich with timeless wisdom. A year-round book for families. Includes a
comprehensive introduction on Yiddish culture. Largely overlooked or
forgotten, these hidden treasures from the early and middle twentieth
century by some of the most respected Yiddish writers of their
time—including Jacob Kreplak, Moyshe Nadir, and Rachel Shabad—remain
surprisingly resonant for a contemporary audience. Folktales can be scary,
as wrongdoers often get their comeuppance in unsuspected or even
macabre ways, but the reinvigoration of values sometimes perceived as
quaint makes for a stimulating read. In this collection you’ll meet a king
who loves honey so much that instead of ruling over his people, he licks
honey all day. You’ll ponder the conundrum of the moon, who longs for a
playmate—but where to ﬁnd a child who isn’t fast asleep at night? You’ll
enter a forest in which the king of mushrooms and the queen of ants
coexist autonomously but face the same threat: the little hands and
trampling feet of children at play. And you’ll learn how ﬂavoring food with
the salt from tears can pose a challenging dilemma. "Collected and
arranged with the lightest of touches by David Stromberg, this gathering
of little-known Yiddish tales enchants with an always-new old-world magic.
In the Land of Happy Tears is utterly and actively refreshing, for the wideeyed child in every grownup and children wising up everywhere." —poet,
translator, and MacArthur Prize winner Peter Cole My Survival: A Girl on
Schindler's List A Girl on Schindler's List Scholastic Inc. The astonishing
true story of a girl who survived the Holocaust thanks to Oskar Schindler,
of Schindler's List fame. Rena Finder was only eleven when the Nazis
forced her and her family -- along with all the other Jewish families -- into
the ghetto in Krakow, Poland. Rena worked as a slave laborer with scarcely
any food and watched as friends and family were sent away. Then Rena
and her mother ended up working for Oskar Schindler, a German
businessman who employed Jewish prisoners in his factory and kept them
fed and healthy. But Rena's nightmares were not over. She and her mother
were deported to the concentration camp Auschwitz. With great cunning, it
was Schindler who set out to help them escape. Here in her own words is
Rena's gripping story of survival, perseverance, tragedy, and hope.
Including pictures from Rena's personal collection and from the time
period, this unforgettable memoir introduces young readers to an
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astounding and necessary piece of history. Passage to Freedom The
Sugihara Story Lerner Publishing Group "Listening to the story is even
more dramatic than reading it. It should be purchased by every public and
school library." - School Library Journal Behind the Bedroom Wall Milkweed
Editions It's 1942. Thirteen-year-old Korinna Rehme is an active member of
her local Jungmadel, a Nazi youth group, along with many of her friends.
She believes that Hitler is helping Germany by instituting a program to
deal with what he calls the "Jewish problem," a program that she witnesses
as her Jewish neighbors are attacked and taken from their homes.
Korinna's parents, however, are members of a secret underground group
providing a means of escape to the Jews of their city. Korinna is shocked to
discover that they are hiding a refugee family behind the wall of her
bedroom. But as she comes to know the family, her sympathies begin to
turn. When someone tips oﬀ the Gestapo, loyalties are put to the test and
Korinna must decide what she really believes and whom she really trusts.
Filled with adventure, Behind the Bedroom Wall helps readers understand
the forces that drove so many to turn on their neighbors and the courage
that allowed some to resist. The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind Young
Readers Edition Penguin Now a Netﬂix ﬁlm starring and directed by
Chiwetel Ejiofor, this is a gripping memoir of survival and perseverance
about the heroic young inventor who brought electricity to his Malawian
village. When a terrible drought struck William Kamkwamba's tiny village
in Malawi, his family lost all of the season's crops, leaving them with
nothing to eat and nothing to sell. William began to explore science books
in his village library, looking for a solution. There, he came up with the idea
that would change his family's life forever: he could build a windmill. Made
out of scrap metal and old bicycle parts, William's windmill brought
electricity to his home and helped his family pump the water they needed
to farm the land. Retold for a younger audience, this exciting memoir
shows how, even in a desperate situation, one boy's brilliant idea can light
up the world. Complete with photographs, illustrations, and an epilogue
that will bring readers up to date on William's story, this is the perfect
edition to read and share with the whole family. What Was the Holocaust?
Penguin A thoughtful and age-appropriate introduction to an unimaginable
event—the Holocaust. The Holocaust was a genocide on a scale never
before seen, with as many as twelve million people killed in Nazi death
camps—six million of them Jews. Gail Herman traces the rise of Hitler and
the Nazis, whose rabid anti-Semitism led ﬁrst to humiliating anti-Jewish
laws, then to ghettos all over Eastern Europe, and ultimately to the Final
Solution. She presents just enough information for an elementary-school
audience in a readable, well-researched book that covers one of the most
horrible times in history. This entry in the New York Times best-selling
series contains eighty carefully chosen illustrations and sixteen pages of
black and white photographs suitable for young readers. I Survived the
Nazi Invasion, 1944 (I Survived #9) Scholastic Inc. One of the darkest
periods in history... Child of the Holocaust McClelland & Stewart Beautifully
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and evocatively rendered, this memoir endures as an example of post-war
narrative at its ﬁnest. Jankele Kuperblum was just nine years old when he
returned home and found his family gone. The night before, Germans had
come to his town in rural Poland and taken away all the Jews. Now alone in
the world, he has to change his name, forget his language, and abandon
his religion in order to survive. Jack wanders through Nazi-occupied Poland
for four years with no place to hide and no one to trust. The Nazi Hunters:
How a Team of Spies and Survivors Captured the World's Most Notorious
Nazis Scholastic Inc. A thrilling spy mission, a moving Holocaust story, and
a ﬁrst-class work of narrative nonﬁction. Hold On to Your Music The
Inspiring True Story of the Children of Willesden Lane Little, Brown Books
for Young Readers Discover the inspiring illustrated true story about one
girl's escape from the Holocaust to become a concert pianist against all
odds, made popular by the beloved novel The Children of Willesden Lane.
In pre-World War II Vienna, Lisa Jura was a musical prodigy who dreamed
of becoming a concert pianist. But when enemy forces threatened the
city—particularly the Jewish people that lived there—Lisa's parents were
forced to make a diﬃcult decision. They chose to send Lisa to London for
safety through the Kindertransport—a rescue eﬀort that relocated Jewish
children. As Lisa yearned to be reunited with her family while living in a
home for refugee children on Willesden Lane, her music became a beacon
of hope for those around her. A true story of courage, survival, and
determination, this compelling tribute to a gifted young girl has already
touched the lives of many around the world. Originally published in 2017
for older readers, The Children of Willesden Lane has sold hundreds of
thousands of copies globally; now this picture book retelling will inspire a
new generation. Becoming Maria: Love and Chaos in the South Bronx
Scholastic Inc. Pura Belpre Honor winner for The Revolution of Evelyn
Serrano and one of America's most inﬂuential Hispanics--'Maria' on Sesame
Street--delivers a beautifully wrought coming-of-age memoir. Set in the
1950s in the Bronx, this is the story of a girl with a dream. Emmy awardwinning actress and writer Sonia Manzano plunges us into the daily lives of
a Latino family that is loving--and troubled. This is Sonia's own story
rendered with an unforgettable narrative power. When readers meet young
Sonia, she is a child living amidst the squalor of a boisterous home that is
ﬁlled with noisy relatives and nosy neighbors. Each day she is glued to the
TV screen that blots out the painful realities of her existence and also
illuminates the possibilities that lie ahead. But--click!--when the TV goes
oﬀ, Sonia is taken back to real-life--the cramped, colorful world of her
neighborhood and an alcoholic father. But it is Sonia's dream of becoming
an actress that keeps her aﬂoat among the turbulence of her life and
times. Spiced with culture, heartache, and humor, this memoir paints a
lasting portrait of a girl's resilience as she grows up to become an
inspiration to millions. The Jumping Tree Laurel Leaf These lively stories
follow Rey Castaneda from sixth through eighth grade in Nuevo Penitas,
Texas. One side of Rey's family lives nearby in Mexico, the other half in
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Texas, and Rey ﬁts in on both sides of the border. In Nuevo Penitas, he
enjoys fooling around with his pals in the barrio; at school, he's one of the
"A list" kids. As Rey begins to cross the border from childhood into
manhood, he turns from jokes and games to sense the meaning of work,
love, poverty, and grief, and what it means to be a proud Chicano-moments
that sometimes propel him to show feelings un hombre should never
express. It's a new territory where Rey longs to follow the example his
hardworking, loving father has set for him. Hitler's Willing Executioners
Ordinary Germans and the Holocaust Vintage This groundbreaking
international bestseller lays to rest many myths about the Holocaust: that
Germans were ignorant of the mass destruction of Jews, that the killers
were all SS men, and that those who slaughtered Jews did so reluctantly.
Hitler's Willing Executioners provides conclusive evidence that the
extermination of European Jewry engaged the energies and enthusiasm of
tens of thousands of ordinary Germans. Goldhagen reconstructs the
climate of "eliminationist anti-Semitism" that made Hitler's pursuit of his
genocidal goals possible and the radical persecution of the Jews during the
1930s popular. Drawing on a wealth of unused archival materials,
principally the testimony of the killers themselves, Goldhagen takes us into
the killing ﬁelds where Germans voluntarily hunted Jews like animals,
tortured them wantonly, and then posed cheerfully for snapshots with their
victims. From mobile killing units, to the camps, to
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